
 

SI X  T HI NG S T O EXPERI EN CE  

IN  ZA RAG O ZA  

 
1. La Seo del Salvador. This historic cathedral is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is considered an 

exemplary representation of Mudéjar architecture in Aragon. It also contains a wealth of exceptional 
artwork.  

 
2. El Plata Cabaret. Zaragoza’s original “singing café.” The creative performances showcased here 

feature comedy, live music, acrobatics and aerial silks from a company of 13 professional artists.  
 
3. Tapas en el Tubo. The district of El Tubo, located between Mártires, Estébanes and Cuatro de Agosto 

Streets, is the heart of Zaragoza’s old town. Renowned for its numerous unique bars where foodies 
can enjoy the Spanish tradition of savoring tapas while taking in all the sights and sounds of the city.  

 
4. Museo Goya. A native son of Zaragoza, Francisco de Goya is considered by many as the father of 

modern art. This museum houses 14 of his paintings, 1 drawing and the 5 grand series he engraved. 
The chronology of Goya’s work here begins with his youth in Zaragoza and runs up until his death in 
Bordeaux.  

 
5. Choco Pass. Zaragoza is celebrated for – among other delights – its sensational chocolate! And the 

city’s tourism association developed the Choco Pass to help visitors make the most of it. For just 9 
Euros, you can visit 5 of 21 shops and indulge in numerous styles. Plus, you’ll receive a 6 th pass to 
the Monastery de Piedra, home to the first chocolate makers in Europe.  

 
6. Casa Lac. Dating back to 1825, Casa Lac is one of Spain’s oldest restaurants. It was named after a 

French family who settled in Zaragoza after the revolution. The three-story building housing Casa Lac 
features a bakery on the first floor; Modernista influences on the second; and Elizabethan style on the 
top where the restaurant itself is situated.  

  


